Final Exam Location: Rizzo Banquet Hall, 1941 Albion Rd, Etobicoke, ON M9W 5S8

Dates: MONDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2022 – FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16, 2022 (INCLUSIVE)

SHUTTLE SERVICE
Shuttle service will be provided for all scheduled off-site exams ONLY (RIZZO BANQUET HALL). The shuttle bus will pick-up & drop-off students in front of the LRC BUILDING before & after each exam start & end time as indicated below.

1) Exam Start Time: 11:40am

Pick-Up (From in Front of LRC Building): 10:55am & 11:15am
Pick-Up (From the Rizzo Banquet Hall): 1:25pm & 1:55pm

2) Exam Start Time: 3:20pm

Pick-Up (From in Front of LRC Building): 2:35pm & 2:55pm
Pick-Up (From the Rizzo Banquet Hall): 5:05pm & 5:35pm

3) Exam Start Time: 7:00pm

Pick-Up (From in Front of LRC Building): 6:15pm & 6:35pm
Pick-Up (From the Rizzo Banquet Hall): 8:45pm & 9:15pm

*Please Note: ALL UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH HUMBER FINAL EXAMS ARE 2 HOURS IN DURATION